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Fundamental life science and pharmaceutical research are continually striving to provide physiologically relevant 

context for their biological studies. Zebrafish present an opportunity for high-content screening (HCS) to bring a 

true in vivo model system to screening studies. Zebrafish embryos and young larvae are an economical, human- 

relevant model organism that are amenable to both genetic engineering and modification, and direct inspection 

via microscopy. The use of these organisms entails unique challenges that new technologies are overcoming, 

including artificial intelligence (AI). 

In this perspective article, we describe the state-of-the-art in terms of automated sample handling, imag- 

ing, and data analysis with zebrafish during early developmental stages. We highlight advances in orienting 

the embryos, including the use of robots, microfluidics, and creative multi-well plate solutions. Analyzing the 

micrographs in a fast, reliable fashion that maintains the anatomical context of the fluorescently labeled cells 

is a crucial step. Existing software solutions range from AI-driven commercial solutions to bespoke analysis al- 

gorithms. Deep learning appears to be a critical tool that researchers are only beginning to apply, but already 

facilitates many automated steps in the experimental workflow. Currently, such work has permitted the cellular 

quantification of multiple cell types in vivo, including stem cell responses to stress and drugs, neuronal myeli- 

nation and macrophage behavior during inflammation and infection. We evaluate pro and cons of proprietary 

versus open-source methodologies for combining technologies into fully automated workflows of zebrafish stud- 

ies. Zebrafish are poised to charge into HCS with ever-greater presence, bringing a new level of physiological 

context. 
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l

ackground 

High-content screening (HCS) is a microscopy-based research work-

ow that automates data acquisition for a phenotypic assay [1] . It en-

bles the use of multiple experimental conditions in parallel to extract

etailed information from large numbers of samples and performs imag-

ng and analysis in an unbiased fashion. Fields such as cancer [2 , 3] , In-

ectious disease [4] and drug discovery [5 , 6] , have high demand for HCS

pproaches, which traditionally acquire data from 2D cell culture [1 , 7] .

ncreasing demands from researchers for more physiologically relevant

iological systems are bringing in new models to the field of HCS [7 , 8] .

ebrafish are one such model system of interest [9] . 

Automated sample preparation technologies achieve the highest

hroughput in HCS, such as liquid handlers and robotic plate manip-

lators [1] . Samples are then visualized using a computer-controlled

icroscope that substitutes a human worker in obtaining digital, micro-

copic images of a specimen. Through these HCS technologies, sophis-

icated preparation and image acquisition workflows can be performed

n a fully autonomous fashion. 
HCS, High-Content Screening; AI, Artificial Intelligence; hpf, hours post fertilizati
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A second step in HCS is computer-controlled analysis of the result-

ng images to quantify metrics that inform researchers of phenotypic

hanges to experimental conditions [1 , 10 , 11] . Such automation enables

nbiased data collection and analysis. It also provides traceability and

eproducibility of the experimental workflow since computers record

nd document every step. Such approaches are common in the field of

rug discovery and are most advanced in relation to imaging of single

ells in 2D culture conditions. 

A key element of the HCS approach is the ability to not only detect

nd measure primary objects of interest, but also identify secondary ob-

ects within the primary objects [1 , 10] , such as spots or nuclear bodies.

or instance, with reference to 2D cell culture, identifying a cell bor-

er along with its internal nucleus and organelles or other structure.

hus, analysis must integrate and utilize as much information as possi-

le to maximize benefit from technology investment. Such approaches

rovide a wealth of information regarding the underlying phenotype, as

ighlighted in Figure 1 . 

Demand is increasing for replicating in vivo biological models in the

CS field in general and specifically within drug discovery [7] . This re-
on; dpf, days post fertilization. 
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Fig. 1. High-Content Analysis vs. Standard Analysis. A) Image showing fluorescence channels of a 4 dpf zebrafish embryo labeled with CD41:GFP [ 26 ] (orange) 

and lysC:mCherry [ 27 ] (cyan) to visualize hematopoietic stem cells and thrombocytes, and myeloid cells, respectively. Zoom-in highlights the cell types visible in 

the tail region. B) Brightfield and fluorescence channel overlay of the image in (A). C) Image from (A) with CD41:GFP and lysC:mCherry expressing cells identified 

by fluorescence image analysis to permit counting of cells or cell clusters. D) Image from (B) with zebrafish anatomy identified through automatic AI based image 

analysis [ 28 ] to group the identified cells/cell clusters found through fluorescence image analysis. E) Quantification of cell/cluster counting in the two fluorescence 

channels from panel (C). F) Quantification as in (E), but with each cell/cluster associated with the relevant zebrafish anatomy identified in (D), which also quantifies 

area of anatomical structures. Outline colors: Fish contour (yellow), head (blue), trunk (dark purple), tail (dark red), eye (orange), heart (dark pink), otic vesicle 

(golden), yolk sac (white), swim bladder (light pink), notochord (light green), tail fin (light blue), CD41:GFP (red spot outlines), lysC:mCherry (dark blue spot 

outlines). 
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ults from continuing high levels of compound attrition in clinical stud-

es due to detrimental toxicological side effects [8] . In response, HCS is

apidly growing into the field of 3D cell culture, such as spheroids and

rganoids, and lab-on-a-chip technologies [8 , 12 , 13] . These approaches

emonstrate that they improve the quality of ‘hits’ they identify [8] . 

For in vivo studies using a whole organism, zebrafish are rapidly be-

oming a popular choice [8] , particularly for developmental [14] , drug

creening [15 , 16] and toxicology [17] studies. They benefits from eco-

omical husbandry [18] , and are a fast-growing model organism whose

nitial development, from zygote to larvae [19 , 20] , can be visualized

nder the microscope thanks to their small size and semi-transparency.

hese traits permit visualization of the internal anatomy of zebrafish

arva using low magnification brightfield images ( Figure 1 ), which can

e obtained using many types of microscopes. Fertilized zebrafish eggs

re readily identifiable, and the developing embryo is optically trans-

arent permitting visualization of internal organs, organ systems and

ven single cells up to 120 hpf (hours post fertilization). 

Moreover, the zebrafish model is human-relevant. Not only is it a

ertebrate animal, but zebrafish also have orthologues to approximately

0% of human genes [21] , thus making them attractive for studies in-

olving genetic diseases [22] , including cancer [23] , and the develop-

ent of therapeutics [24] . Additionally, the entire zebrafish genome is

equenced, and they are amenable to both genetic engineering and mod-

fication, for instance through CRISPR/Cas9 technology [25] . For exam-

le, the larva shown in Figure 1 is modified with both Tg(CD41:GFP)

26] and Tg(lyzC:mCherry) [27] to tag the CD41 glycoprotein with GFP

o visualize hematopoietic stem cells and thrombocytes, and to express

ytosolic mCherry through a lyz promoter to visualize myeloid cells,

espectively. Hence, labeling different cell lines within the zebrafish en-

bles specific visualization of cells of interest inside these live, transpar-

nt animals [28] . 

Experimental workflows for microscopy of zebrafish begin with sort-

ng fertilized eggs. This step is a relatively quick process, requiring only

–10 minutes for a trained technician [29] . Selected eggs develop into

arly embryos surrounded by a protective pouch termed the chorion

ntil approximately 48 hpf. For best imaging conditions and for toxi-

ology studies [30] , the chorion must be removed through a process of

echorionation. For genetic and other types of studies, the embryo must

lso undergo microinjection. Once ready for the microscope, the embryo

eeds to be oriented to optimize imaging of internal anatomy. This in-
2 
olves placing the animal either on its side (lateral orientation) or on its

ack (dorsal orientation). Imaging can then be performed manually or

utomatically using multiple types of microscope setups. 

While manual study of zebrafish is commonplace, several bottlenecks

xist to automating HCS workflows and we have categorized conceptual

teps in Figure 2 . Relative to the imaging step, upstream bottlenecks

nvolve sample preparation and handling, while those downstream in-

olve automated and unbiased image analysis [12] to maximize data

xtraction while maintaining anatomical context. 

In this perspective, we focus on adaptation of fully automated work-

ows to become built around zebrafish, including robotic sample manip-

lation and automated analysis of images akin to that shown in Figure 1 .

he studies described here utilize anesthetized or awake, immobilized

sh, though rich and informative data, too, arise from well-developed

elds studying zebrafish behavior, which we do not included. Many ad-

ances have emerged in recent years, though many opportunities exist to

ll in gaps in automatization of zebrafish screening, particularly around

ample manipulation. 

tate-of-the-art Automation 

ebrafish sample preparation and handling 

Thanks to the fast zebrafish development time, many toxicology,

ene regulation or knockdown studies utilizing zebrafish can give re-

ults within five days post fertilization (5 dpf). Such studies may utilize

 combination of dechorionation and/or microinjection of an early-stage

mbryo, which currently have limited options for automation. Once an

mbryo has undergone any relevant manipulation, it must be prepared

or imaging. Orienting the animal for microscopic image acquisition is

et an additional obstacle, but automated solutions exist and are devel-

ping to overcome this obstacle. 

mbryo microinjection 

Microinjection of an early-stage embryo allows insertion of fluo-

ophores, nanoparticles, bacteria, DNA constructs, mRNA for overex-

ression, morpholino antisense oligonucleotides (MOs) for knockdown

nd CRISPR/Cas9 for gene editing. The ease of performing individual

njections, and the variety of experiments it enables, makes microinjec-

ion one of the most common techniques in zebrafish research. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of sample handling and data processing steps in a workflow for automated zebrafish embryo/larvae screening. Rectangles represent conceptual 

categories of steps beginning with zebrafish sample preparation and handling, followed by sample imaging, finalized by analysis of the images. Arrows represent 

movement of either the zebrafish samples or the extracted data between categories; solid arrows are necessary steps while dashed indicate optional ones. Each 

rectangle or arrow is color coded to represent a qualitative amount of existing automated technologies present either within each category (rectangle) or to move 

between categories (arrow). Dark orange implies that no automated technologies exist and, hence, highest need; light orange indicate basic demonstrations with 

ample space for innovation; light blue indicate multiple demonstrations with space only for incremental steps; dark blue indicate a high level of automation with 

established technologies. Egg selection, in grey, is not included in the survey. 
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A notable challenge arises when performing these experiments at

cale. A novel approach by Cordero-Maldonado et al . [31] to au-

omate the procedure utilized Deep Learning for image recognition.

his computer vision enabled automated selection of a site for com-

uter controlled microinjection into embryos at the one- or two-

ell stage of development, building upon an approach they reported

arlier [32 , 33] . 

The authors’ setup involved arranging the zebrafish embryos into a

rid, like the one shown in Figure 3 A, containing 100 wells covered

ith 1% agarose. The authors tested injection of embryos with MOs,

RISPR/Cas9 and DNA constructs and investigated their efficacy. Dif-

erent types of injections each have differing requirements for injection

ite selection, hence efficacy of one type does not necessarily extend

o another. The authors performed MOs injections into the yolk, while

RISPR/Cas9 system and DNA constructs into the blastomere or yolk

oundary. It can be challenging to rapidly inject into the blastomere

anually, requiring additional training and technical skill. For some in-

ections, such as RNA, the embryos required orientation with an artist

aintbrush. Embryo orientation within the agarose-filled grid proved

ritical to maximizing efficacious microinjection, with reduced efficacy

hen the first cell was not visible. 

Computer-controlled injection software first selected viable, single-

ell embryos with an accuracy of 93%. The software then identified the

njection site within 42 𝜇m of human-annotated desirable location, on

verage, with an execution time of tens of milliseconds. This fast and

recise operation achieved throughputs 1.5x–2x faster than manual in-

ection for MOs or DNA construct injection, with equivalent efficacy.

RISPR/Cas9 microinjection was 3.6x faster than manual, but at the ex-

ense of lower efficacy due to non-optimal embryo orientation, giving

 1.5x higher throughput all together. 

The benefit is threefold overall: higher throughput, elimination of

equired skill sets and freeing the time of experts to perform non-

utomated research. However, manual intervention is still required to

aximize automated injection efficacy and expert humans can achieve

he highest efficacies should they be required [31] . The authors have

ommercialized their solution and through Life Science Methods B.V. in
he Netherlands. 

3 
mbryo Dechorionation 

Zebrafish develop in a spherical protective chorion, from which they

ill hatch naturally at 2-3 dpf. However, zebrafish can survive outside

he chorion following manual or enzymatic removal. Dechorionation is

 requisite first step for some toxicology assays [30] , and as a prepar-

tive step for imaging via microscopy since it allows the embryo to fa-

orably unwrap itself and elongate. Chemical dechorionation is a fast,

anual process requiring little time and without causing bottlenecks.

ubsequent deposition of dechorionated embryos into sample plates,

owever, is a bottleneck to performing experiments at scale. 

Mandrell et al. [29] automated both processes together to achieve

igh-throughput dechorionation of approximately 1600 zebrafish em-

ryos and placement into a 96-well plate. The authors designed a liquid

andling system built upon a mechanical shaker to agitate the embryos

uring Pronase protease treatment to remove the chorion. Subsequently,

 machine vision-guided robotic arm holding a Pasture pipet would se-

ect suitable embryos using custom software and deposit them into the

late. 

Impressively, they demonstrated > 95% chorion removal from 4 hpf

ith only 2% mortality rate at 24 hpf and an additional 2% malfor-

ation rate at 5 dpf. The robot then dispensed dechorionated embryos

nto 96-well plates automatically with an accuracy of 94.7% and only

.8% mortality rate. Altogether, ∼85% of the embryos were alive when

laced into the plates, dechorionated and without injury. Through-

ut rate achieved a substantial enhancement, processing approximately

000 embryos/hour while the manual station achieved ∼250/hour, al-

eit with a higher (95%) survival rate and half the number of malfor-

ations. By combining the processes together with very young embryos,

he approach by Mandrell et al . [29] may enable sample preparation at

he scale needed for HCS. 

mbryo orientation 

Once the embryos are dechorionated, they can be placed into multi-

ell plates for imaging. Proper orientation of the fish either on their

ide, ventrally, or on their back, dorsally, is often necessary to obtain

roper visualization of certain anatomical structures or regions under

he microscope. Two technologies highlighted here are side-orienting
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Fig. 3. Technologies for automated microinjection and orientation control of zebrafish embryos or larvae. A) Automated microinjection. (i) Photograph of a zebrafish 

embryo microinjection robot placed inside a laminar flow cabinet. Life Science Methods B.V. distributes a similar robot that is driven by a computer vision system 

using a deep-learning algorithm for injection site identification within embryos [ 31 ]; (ii) grid of embryos held in place by agarose. Both (i) and (ii) are reprinted 

from Carvalho et al. [ 32 ] under CC-BY license; original photographs have been cropped to fit. B) Illustration of the Hashimoto zebrafish orienting 96-well plate. 

The zoom-in depicts the rectangular visualization window. Below the zoom-in, the steeply inclined sides of each well facilitate lateral orientation of zebrafish larvae 

following a brief, gentle centrifugation. Reprinted from Lubin et al. [ 28 ] under CC-BY license. C) Stamps for creating troughs in agarose within multi-well plates 

for larvae alignment. (i) Photograph of a 3D printed tool used to create troughs for zebrafish larva orientation in agarose within 96-well plates; reprinted from 

Wittbrodt et al. [ 37 ] under CC-BY license. (ii) Single well illustration of a zebrafish larva oriented vertically by a trough formed in agarose by a tool like the one in 

(C.i); reprinted from Westhoff et al. [ 36 ] under CC-BY license. D) Orientation of zebrafish larvae by microfluidics. Image reproduced from Lin et al. [ 45 ] with the 

permission of AIP Publishing. Top, illustration of a microfluidic device that simultaneously immobilizes dozens of live and awake 7dpf zebrafish larvae, along with 

the tubing going into and out of the device. Bottom, channels within separate chips are designed to permit visualization of tail motion (green), or preferential lateral 

(red) or dorsal (blue) orientation. Example images show zebrafish larvae immobilized within each channel type. 
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lates available from a commercial supplier, and a stamp created and

sed in the lab to form troughs in agarose that orient the larvae. 

ashimoto plates. 96-well plates fabricated by Hashimoto (Tokyo,

apan) [34] and distributed globally facilitate side-orientation of ze-

rafish in a fast and efficient manner. Angled walls inside each well

lope downward towards the center, as diagramed in Figure 3 B. This

teep slope design helps orient the zebrafish larvae on their side and

acilitate them sliding down to the bottom of the well. At the bottom is

 rectangular viewing window spanning the width of the well. As de-

cribed by Lubin et al . [ 28 ], anesthetized fish embryos between 2–4 dpf

re simply pipetted into each well with one fish per well. Once all wells

re loaded, the plate is gently centrifuged for about 10 seconds then

t is ready for microscopy either on an automated high-content imaging

icroscope, or any standard microscope with a microplate adapter. Em-

ryos align properly within the viewing window and oriented on their

ide most of the time ( > 90%) [28] . 

The novel plate construction allows for fast, easy, and robust orien-

ation of fish embryos on their side. While care must be taken not to

amage the fish during pipetting, the fish are visualized while alive and

an be rescued from the wells of the plate. The Hashimoto plates support

se of high-magnification objectives since the glass bottom corresponds

o No. 1.5 cover glass thickness. The plate is limited to a side orientation
4 
nly, and the price per plate should be taken into consideration. Though

he time savings endowed on studies accepting or requiring this orien-

ation is tremendous, since no manual adjustment is required following

entrifugation. 

garose stamp. A more do-it-yourself approach involves creation of a

tamp to create a trough within agarose to hold the zebrafish embryos

n desired dorsal or on-side orientations. The stamps can be fabricated

rom polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [35] , brass [36] , or using 3D print-

ng [37] . In each of these cases, the stamp creates a reproducible array

f troughs in agarose, often within a 96-well plate. Figure 3 C shows

n example of a 3D printed tool, along with the alignment troughs it

reates. 

For fish on their side, a 3D printed stamp also allowed for creation

f a slight ‘bump’ having a height approximately equal to the height

f the yolk sac and upon which only the tail of the embryo rests [38] .

he benefit from such a bump is that the anteroposterior plane of the

sh is lying approximately parallel to the focal plane of a microscope

bjective, thereby optimizing Z-stack image acquisitions. 

In all cases, zebrafish embryos are pipetted into the well containing

he trough or bump and aligned manually using a pipet tip. The advan-

age of such stamps is that they are cheap and easy to implement, since

hey can be created in any lab having a 3D printer and are adaptable
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o any microscope. Moreover, the stamps are not limited to a specific

odel organism or orientation and trough form can be designed to fit

pecifications for fish other than zebrafish embryos. Though the stamp-

nd-trough method benefits from reproducible orientation for imaging,

he required manual adjustment bottleneck results in a substantial lack

f attainable throughput. 

apillary tube orientation – VAST. The current state-of-the art for flex-

ble and automated or semi-automated orientation of zebrafish larvae

or microscopy is the VAST BioImager platform (Vertebrate Automated

creening Technology) from Union Biometrica. The technology devel-

ped at MIT by Pardo-Martin et al . [39 , 40] relies on use of a capillary

ube to hold, manipulate, and rotate a zebrafish embryo for digital imag-

ng in brightfield. In the simplest configuration, computer-controlled

uidics load the embryos loaded into the capillary tube from a 50 mL

tirred conical tube. Control software detects when the fluidics posi-

ions a fish in front of the digital camera, then a user defines the desired

rientation for still or video image acquisition. For each larva, the soft-

are acquires images during a full 360-degree rotation of the capillary

ube to calculate the correct rotation angle using correlations with age-

atched templates [40] . Acquisition can be one larva at a time with only

he loading occurring automatically, or multiple larvae sequentially and

utomatically with the software detecting the desired orientation. 

The VAST system optionally includes add-on modules to load larvae

rom multi-well plates to enhance throughput of the system, with the op-

ion of returning them to the plate after imaging. Separately, users can

ptionally equip a flow-through pipettor for manual aspiration of larvae.

ther add-on modules permit coupling the VAST system to an upright

r stereo microscope for higher magnification and fluorescence imag-

ng capabilities. Zhang et al . [41] recently described another example

f larva aspiration and orientation within capillary tubes. Specifically,

hey aimed to overcome issues with aggregation of two or more larvae,

mmobilization of different aged larvae using a tapered capillary tube

ithout damaging them and increasing the speed of rotation angle de-

ection. They achieved aspiration of single larva from aggregates with

3% efficacy, obtained 100% survival and 3.2 second angle detection

ime. 

While the time saving advantages of the automation provided are

lear and have permitted high-throughput 3D tomographic images of

hole larvae [42] , it is not a complete solution. Lack of accompanying

mage analysis software thereby necessitates bespoke analysis solution

hrough ImageJ, Python, MATLAB, etc. For 3D visualization, additional

oftware such as ParaView, Imaris or similar are also needed. And the

odularity of the system makes it potentially price-prohibitive for many

roups or imaging facilities. Maximizing system functionality requires

abs or facilities to invest both in the system and human resources to

nsure internal software support. 

An exciting example of such bespoke implementation for screen-

ng with zebrafish is by Dyballa et al . [43] . Their bespoke image

nalysis solution to extract multiple cardiovascular parameters from

mages of live, beating hearts inside the larvae, combined with the

AST system to enable high-throughput, is the CardioTox product avail-

ble for toxicity screening from ZeClinics ( www.zeclinics.com ). The

romise held by such approaches is evident, as CardioTox was re-

ently spun-out into the separate pharmaceutical drug company ZeCar-

io ( www.zecardiotherapeutics.com ). 

icrofluidics. Microfluidic approaches to zebrafish embryo and larvae

anipulation are the subject of a recent and thorough review by Khalili

nd Rezai [44] , and readers are invited to see their publication for spe-

ific details. The authors describe several microfluidic chips that can

ermit investigation of zebrafish behavior and neurobiology without the

eed for manual manipulation. 

Of relevance here, two separate groups developed microfluidic en-

rapment methods to relying on hydrodynamic forces to trap live and

wake zebrafish larvae without the need for anesthetic or agarose/gel
5 
or immobilization [ 45 , 46 ]. By adjusting the design of the chamber hold-

ng the larvae, as depicted in Figure 3 D, authors could reliably orient

ebrafish either laterally, on their side, or dorsally for neuron visual-

zation to visualize the fully awake animals. The designs are medium

hroughput, permitting trapping of tens of zebrafish simultaneously. 

Of particular importance, microfluidic chips are economical to fab-

icate once they are designed, potentially lessening the price barrier for

doption. They are also compatible with many types of microscopes, in-

luding inverted microscopes and stereo microscopes due to the trans-

arency of many types of microfluidic chips. The bottom of microflu-

dic chips can be glass coverslips needed to perform high-resolution mi-

roscopy using high-magnification objectives, including water, silicon,

r oil immersion. Currently, the technology is in its infancy, not being

ommercially available at the time of this writing, but has great poten-

ial for automated, gentle embryo handling. 

mage Acquisition 

Once a researcher or microscopist has treated, prepared, and ori-

nted a sample of zebrafish embryos, they acquire digital micrographs.

ommon magnifications are 2x or 4x for imaging a whole zebrafish em-

ryo [28 , 35] , depending on the size of the detection area of the mi-

roscope camera, or 10x to 20x for higher resolution images [35 , 47] .

he sample is commonly moved to image multiple fish, either by hand

n the case of stereomicroscopes and simple upright or inverted micro-

copes, or through translation of the microscope stage. It is important to

aintain the orientation of the zebrafish embryo during sample move-

ent, which entails gentle movements that avoid jostling or vibrational

erturbations. Automated HCS microscopes typically move the sample

hrough stage movement using stepper or piezo motors. Though some

CS microscopes, such as the WiScan Hermes from IDEA Bio-Medical,

re different in that the objective is the mobile element, and the sam-

le remains stationary. As such, the sensitivity and requirement for pre-

ise embryo orientation must be considered when selecting the most ap-

ropriate microscope for imaging. A noteworthy exception is the VAST

ioImager that, as described in the previous section, incorporates a flu-

dic system to manipulate and orient a zebrafish for imaging following

xtraction from a 96-well plate. 

In terms of experiments involving embryo or larva screening, au-

omated HCS microscopes may be beneficial for faster image acquisi-

ion compared with manual imaging. Common HCS sample formats are

ulti-well plates, commonly in 96- or 384-well format, though plates

ith fewer wells or 35 mm dishes are also commonplace. Depending

n conditions, imaging can take from a few minutes for basic widefield

maging of one or a few Z-planes, to several hours if large confocal Z-

tack data sets are needed. Through such technology, experiments and

creens can be carried out in a rapid, automated fashion for example in a

rug screen, combinations of compounds in multiple concentrations can

e tested simultaneously [1] . As well, computer control over the micro-

cope allows for analysis-based feedback during acquisition. Many HCS

icroscopes support object mapping during imaging, wherein a struc-

ure of interest is imaged at low magnification in a first scan, then cen-

ered for imaging in a second scan with higher magnification [35 , 48] .

his level of content-based automation provides great time saving ben-

fits. 

High-content imaging microscopes are a mature technology result-

ng from broad adoption over more than two decades in both academic

nd industrial sectors [49] . Hence, using sample types commonly sup-

orted and implemented in traditional screening studies involves fewer

urdles in automating imaging of zebrafish embryos. On the other side,

ome microfluidic approaches may face additional challenges given the

ifference in sample size, form factors and the requirement for extensive

ubing (see Figure 3 D). 

http://www.zeclinics.com
http://www.zecardiotherapeutics.com
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Table 1 

Summary of Automated Image Analysis Software. 

Category Software Reference Brightfield Fluorescence Auto-mated Uses 

AI/ML ∗ 
Preserve 

Anatomy 

Spatial 

Info 

Classify 

Fish 

Fiducial 

free 

Availability 

Fluorescence only Quantifish 54 
√ √ √ √

Open-Source 

Pixel Classifier 56 
√ √ √ √

Open-Source 

Spot with Rings 51 
√ √ √ √

Commercial 

Phenotype Classification Deep Fish 59 
√ √ √ √ √ √

Open-Source 

ML Classifiers 57 
√ √ √ √ √

Open-Source 

Template Matching 60 
√ √ √

Open-Source 

Brightfield Only Fish Inspector 61 
√ √ √ √ √

Open-Source 

Brightfield with 

Fluorescence 

Athena-Zebrafish 28 
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Commercial 

∗ AI – Artificial Intelligence; ML – Machine Learning 
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mage Analysis 

Extracting meaningful and quantitative information from digital mi-

roscopy images of zebrafish embryos and larvae is a major workflow

ottleneck. While the zebrafish model itself provides rich anatomical

nformation, getting a computer to recognize that data is challenging.

ebrafish screens often utilize fluorescence, for example by using a

ransgenic zebrafish line with the gene or cell of interest tagged with

 fluorescent marker, or the injection of fluorescently labelled material.

luorescence-only image analysis approaches typically do not identify

he fish itself, rather only the fluorescence intensity or identifiable spots.

arge signal-to-noise makes this a simple choice regarding image analy-

is but is prone to detection of artefacts from auto-fluorescence or other

ssues. Moreover, it loses all the non-fluorescent anatomical informa-

ion visible to the human observer. Brightfield images are more compli-

ated to work with due to broad range of grey intensity values present

ithin images of fish. Computers need sophisticated image analysis to

dentify structures, though advances in artificial intelligence (AI) are

uickly making headway on this front. Few approaches currently com-

ine brightfield and fluorescence detections, but such advanced analysis

ill be necessary to rapidly process large numbers of animals. Table 1

ummarizes the software solutions described here that enable automated

mage analysis. 

luorescence only approaches 

eneral Fluorescence Analysis. Images of fluorescently labeled zebrafish

re directly amenable to standard image analysis techniques for fluo-

escence microscopy. Techniques include intensity thresholding, image

moothing and background subtraction with the intent to identify and

egment labeled structures visible in the fluorescence images. Software

or such analysis include open-source options such as ImageJ/Fiji and

ython, licensed software such as MATLAB and Imaris, and software ac-

ompanying imaging equipment such as, MetaXpress/Metamorph from

olecular Devices and Kaleido from Perkin Elmer. Mikut et al . [50] pre-

iously reviewed uses of these software packages. Here, we group to-

ether analysis approaches that specifically take into consideration that

he sample is a zebrafish embryo. 

While instances of general fluorescence analysis are too numerous to

escribe in detail, notable examples of its use for high-content screening

f zebrafish include: 

• Cell count of labeled myelinating oligodendrocytes for a compound

screen promoting growth [47] using home-built ImageJ macros to-

gether a custom confocal microscope equipped with a VAST BioIm-

ager. 

• Measurement of fluorescently labeled cell migration from human tu-

mor xenograft [51] using MetaXpress software from Molecular De-

vices together with an ImageXpress Micro HCS microscope. 

• Cell count of labeled cells in the spinal cord for assessment of oligo-

dendrocyte lineage formation [52] using Kaleido analysis software

from PerkinElmer together with an EnSight microplate reader. 
6 
• Consumption of fluorescently labeled paramecia for appetite regu-

lation gene and drug screening [53] using a stereo microscope and

unspecified, in-house software. 

Here, analysis of the fluorescent channels enables identification of

nternal fish anatomy as primary objects, since they are large, overarch-

ng structures visible via fluorescence. Fluorescence in either the same

hannel [47 , 52] or different channels [47 , 51] were used to identify and

tudy the behavior of labeled cells, which are smaller, secondary objects.

igure 4 A shows an example reprinted from Early et al . [47] where max-

mum intensity summation in the green fluorescence channel (iii and iv)

rst identifies the ventral spinal cord of the larva, indicated as blue dots.

he software used it to define the adjacent ventral spinal cord region

v). Finally, the software identifies and counts single EGFP (Enhanced

reen Fluorescent Protein)-labeled oligodendrocytes inside the dorsal

pinal cord (vi). The authors point out that the simple maximum in-

ensity analysis erroneously double-counts a single cell (green arrow),

hich is corrected using their bespoke ‘ processCells ’ ImageJ function.

oth functions still fail to identify dim cells (orange arrow). 

Though the signal in fluorescence channels benefits from having

arge signal-to-noise, the required use of specific fluorescent labels lim-

ts the assay’s adaptability. Because one fluorescent color must be as-

igned for identification of primary organ-objects, it leaves one less

ption available for visualizing other structures and cell types. Requi-

ite delegation of one channel can be quite limiting in zebrafish, since

GFP/GFP and mCherry are commonly used label of choice in trans-

enic fish. Moreover, autofluorescence or the presence of labeled cells

utside the anatomy of interest may introduce unwanted artefacts, and

o should be taken into consideration during data analysis. 

uantifish : Measures Spatial Distribution of Fluorescent spots. Published

n 2020 by Stirling et al . [54] , Quantifish is an open-source, stand-alone

nalysis software written in Python 3 with a simple user interface. The

uthors designed it within the context of microinjection of fluorescently

abeled bacteria into a 24 hpf zebrafish embryo and the entire fish cap-

ured in a single image. Their software analyzes fluorescence images

sing a simple intensity threshold to identify groups of bright pixels cor-

esponding to clusters of bacterial infection and, thus, the pathological

urden within an embryo. Figure 4 schematically depicts output of this

nalysis with the identified clusters shown as green spots upon a gener-

lized zebrafish larva. Although Quantifish [54] uses standard methods

or fluorescence analysis similar to those described in the general fluo-

escence analysis section, it does not attempt to extract any fish-related

tructures, even though the metrics output are designed with the input

f zebrafish images in mind. Too, its approach is subjected to similar

hannel limitations and potential for artefacts. 

The novel aspect of this software is the variety of metrics that it au-

omatically extracted regarding the spatial distribution of the bacterial

lusters not identified in other software ( Fig. 4 B). Three novel metrics

ttempt to quantify infection spread. The first is the ‘grid-area’ contain-

ng clusters ( Fig. 4 B.i), calculated by dividing the fluorescence image

nto squares of user-specified size and summing the area of all squares
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence Image Analysis. A) Identification and segmentation of myelin enriched cells in the ventral spinal cord of 4 dpf zebrafish larvae; reprinted from 

Early et al. [ 47 ] under CC-BY license. (i) Schematic of 4 dpf larva to illustrate the anatomical region shown in subsequent fluorescence images. (ii) Fluorescence 

confocal image of Tg(mbp:EGFP) within the green rectangle in A.i. (iii) Example of the fluorescence channel snippet within the dashed green lines in A.ii. A vertical 

profile plot (magenta) of the sum of grey values along the horizontal axis shows how the software identifies labeled anatomy. A blue dot indicates the maximum. 

(iv) Multiple snippets showing profile plots and indicating that the blue dot follows the bright intensity along the length of the ventral spinal cord. (v) Joining the 

points delineates the ventral spinal cord in the GFP channel, which the authors used to set regions of interest for the dorsal and ventral spinal cords. (vi) Within 

the dimmer dorsal spinal cord, the software identified and counted single EGFP-labeled oligodendrocytes, surrounding them with a pink outline for visualization 

shown here. Green arrow indicates a location where maximum intensity identification double-counts a cell; orange arrow indicates the location of a dim yet visible 

cell that the software fails to identify. Note: the figures originally published in Early et al. [ 47 ] have been adapted for clarity of presentation herein. B) Schematic 

diagrams showing metrics quantified by the Quantifish software; reprinted from Stirling et al. [ 54 ] under CC-BY license. Zebrafish larvae in grey contain green 

dots that represent fluorescent foci, or clusters, identified by fluorescence image analysis. Quantifish extracts three specialized spatial distribution metrics: (i) Grid 

analysis: This analysis divides the image into an array of squares, then counts the number of squares containing the centroid of one or more foci (highlighted in blue). 

(ii) Polygon area: This analysis defines a closed polygon of arbitrary number of vertices that encompasses all foci centroids. (iii) IFDmax: The maximum inter-foci 

distance (IFD) is the largest distance separating the centroid of any two foci in the image. 

7 
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ontaining a cluster. The second is the area of a polygon encapsulating

ll the clusters (i.e., Convex Hull, Fig. 4 B.ii). The third is the largest dis-

ance separating a pair of clusters ( Fig. 4 B.iii). Simple metrics extracted

y Quantifish include the total integrated fluorescence intensity, and the

ount and area of the clusters. Through quantifying this diverse array of

etrics, the authors were able to distinguish between intravenous and

indbrain bacterial microinjection routes of infection, which are indis-

inguishable by simple fluorescence integration and spot counting. 

This approach benefits from being open-source and having an easy-

o-use interface. Though, the simplicity of the thresholding algorithm

akes it susceptible to errors arising from auto-fluorescence, back-

round artefacts or poor signal-to-noise. As well, because the software

isregards the zebrafish anatomy of the brightfield images, it cannot

lace the location of data extracted in relation to distance from the site

f microinjection, which may be of potential relevance for the study at

and. 

achine-Learning pixel classifier. Machine learning algorithms offer the

bility to readily identify structures and objects in an image through

ixel-based classification. The classification can be performed on fluo-

escence images, for example on fish containing EGFP-labeled vascula-

ure [55] , or on RGB images of traditional stains, such as o-dianisidine

emoglobin stain [56] . Multiple machine learning implementations can

e used, such as commercial Google AutoML [55] or open-source Ilastik

n combination with CellProfiler [56] . In both instances, the software

etermines and selects pixels containing signal of interest based on how

 user trains the underlying algorithm. The output can classify an input

mage as either ‘normal’ or ‘abnormal’ [55] , or can select signal-positive

ixels and use their intensity information for quantitative comparison

56] . 

An advantage of machine-learning approaches is the ease of use once

rained. Users feed input images into the algorithm and software out-

uts a result output with no further interaction. Such flexibility of input

mage type (greyscale, RGB, etc.) allows a variety of specific staining

ethods to visualize zebrafish. 

Such simplicity can be a double-edge sword, as it may be used as a

ort of black-box. Users can get results without understanding how the

oftware generates results. For this reason, simple intensity-only mea-

urements may benefit from the use of more straightforward analysis

lgorithms, such as with Quantifish. Indeed, both approaches poten-

ially suffer from artefactual intensity measurements arising from non-

pecificity or background artefacts. Lastly, while machine learning can

ermit object identification and segmentation, the two implementations

escribed here did not attempt to extract such information. As such, the

uthors did not utilize the morphology of the zebrafish embryo what-

oever, though in principle machine learning could potentially extract

natomical information. 

rightfield imaging approaches 

Rapid classification of zebrafish embryos according to their pheno-

ype visualized in brightfield microscopy images can greatly facilitate

oxicology and genetic screens. This type of analysis aims to quickly

ort individual fish into bins, such as normal, dead, etc. Machine learn-

ng, deep-learning and template-matching methodologies are making

dvances in this front to expedite analysis in an unbiased fashion. An-

ther approach attempts to identify zebrafish larvae and their internal

natomy automatically from brightfield images. While challenging, this

ype of analysis quantifies numerous morphological metrics ignored by

lassification-only approaches, and which could still be used for classi-

cation. 

henotype classification. The shape of a zebrafish embryo can be in-

icative of a healthy or diseased state. While such classification can be

apidly determined by experienced human observers, removing the bias

nd increasing throughput are highly desirable. Jeanray et al . [57] uti-

ized supervised machine learning utilizing a randomized tree approach,
8 
hich used raw pixel values as input. They trained their algorithm

sing 529 annotated images to automatically classify 11 distinct phe-

otypes: Normal, with Chorion, Down-Curved Tail, Up-Curved Fish,

p-Curved Tail, Up-Curved Tail/Fish, Short Tail, Hemostatic, Necrosed

olk, Edema and Dead. Images could pertain to only one of the pheno-

ypes and did not permit mixing. Figure 5 A reprints six of these pheno-

ypes [ 57 ] to highlight the similarity among some of them. Processing

ime required only 400 ms per image. Though the authors performed

mage acquisition manually using a stereomicroscope and image pre-

rocessing using an ImageJ macro. As such, their approach can readily

cale to a more fully automated implementation. 

With a test set of 341 images the authors determined that, depending

n the phenotype, it chose the same categorization as three expert re-

earchers between 50-100% of the time. With respect to images shown

n Figure 5 A, the authors report 90-95% certainty for normal, necrosed

olk sac and up curved fish (panels i, ii and vi, respectively). The up

urved tail and short tail (panels iii and iv) phenotypes had 85-89% cer-

ainty, but the certainty of hemostasis (panel v) was the lowest of all

t only 51% certainty. Upon treatment with eight compounds, the dose-

esponse curves created from the algorithm’s categorization agreed well

ith those obtained from manual analysis, including EC 50 , LC 50 and ter-

togenicity index (TI) values. Subsequent work reported similar results

hen performing classification using a fine-tuned convolution neural

etwork (CNN) deep-learning approach [58] . 

Ishaq et al . [59] described a more simplified binary classification

sing a deep-learning approach and their software is openly available

s their ‘Deep Fish’ software. While their approach aimed only to classify

ebrafish embryos as either deformed (bent tail) or normal with a single

reatment condition, they were able to achieve accuracy of ∼93% with

espect to human classification, using only 84 images as training input.

ike Jeanray et al . [57] , images could only pertain to one classification

ategory. In terms of throughput, their algorithm required only 360 ms

o classify 28 test images, representing more than a 30-fold increase in

peed. 

While phenotype classification is important for rapid screening in

erms of general toxicology, it may not be indicative of the underlying

ause of deformations or disease state. As well, the classification relies

n correlations with large morphological characteristics, but does not

xtract morphological metrics for quantitative comparisons. As with the

uorescence-based classification algorithms described above, untrained

sers may use such classification as a black-box only to get an answer

ithout understanding how those underlying groups are determined. 

emplate matching. Because zebrafish embryos appear similar to one

nother, they are amenable to template matching ( Fig. 5 B). In this ap-

roach an example image, or cropping of an image, is moved (trans-

ated) over a test image to detect its presence is used to identify the pres-

nce of a similar object in a test image. The images and template can be

rightfield or fluorescence images. Once a template is input, the detec-

ion is automatic and can be performed with as little as a single template.

 recent implementation by Thomas and Gehrig [60] is openly available

n multiple platforms – Fiji/ImageJ, KNIME and Python. Though they

emonstrated the utility of template matching using zebrafish embryos,

heir approach and algorithm is applicable to many other sample types.

In addition, their software allows for input of multiple templates

nd multiple detections while also removing aberrant overlapping tem-

late matches through non-maxima suppression. They demonstrate au-

omated and iterative selection of zebrafish regions (head) and anatomy

eye) ( Fig. 5 B) through successive template matching. In this context,

hey first identify the fish embryo itself. Within the fish, the algorithm

ould identify either the head or the eyes through an appropriate tem-

late. Matching to a template requires a user-defined score threshold

anging from 0–1, which the authors varied as they demonstrated their

pproach. Using a standard desktop computer with the OpenCV library,

he authors could perform template matching on a 96-well plate in less

han 1.5 seconds, demonstrating a high image throughput. 
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Fig. 5. Brightfield Image Analysis. A) Example images of zebrafish larvae phenotypes distinguished by machine learning, reprinted from Jeanray et al . [ 57 ] under 

CC-BY license. The phenotypes shown are: “Normal ” (i); “Necrosed Yolk Sac ” (ii); “Up Curved Tail ” (iii); “Up Curved Fish ” (iv); “Short Tail ” (v); “Hemostasis ”

(vi). Note: each image was cropped from the original figure to create the panel shown here. B) Template matching for identifying zebrafish larva and internal 

anatomy. Images reprinted from Thomas and Gehrig [ 60 ] under CC-BY license. Left: Templates of the head and eyes used to identify the anatomy within larger 

images. Center: Image of a 3dpf zebrafish embryo oriented dorsoventrally. The orange rectangle shows an optional search region within the template matching 

software. The blue dotted rectangle identifies the head-region template used for 2-step template matching. Right: Montage of the eye regions detections (yellow) for 

the 2-step matching approach across a 96-well plate. Note: the original figure was edited to include the template of the head; the images were slightly realigned. C) 

Screenshot image depicting the FishInspector software graphical user interface and the anatomy it identifies. Image reprinted from Teixido et al . [ 61 ] by permission 

of Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society of Toxicology. Structures identified: a, lower jaw tip (orange); b, eye contour (green); c, fish contour (red); 

d, pericard (blue); e, yolk sac (green); f, swim bladder (blue); g, otolith (green); h, notochord (green); i, pigmentation (yellow). Note the dark lines from the 

encapsulating capillary tube visible above and below the larva. These reference structures are a key starting point for the FishInspector software. 
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The implementation on flexible platforms can permit users to build

nalysis around the template matching algorithm, thereby permitting

easurement of fluorescence information using objects detected in

rightfield. However, the authors themselves did not demonstrate such

n example. Nor did they demonstrate if their algorithm is adaptable

o deviations from a template, such as those observed in phenotypic

creens using the classifier approaches described previously ( Fig. 5 A). 

ishInspector : Larva anatomy segmentation and morphology measurement.

n a similar, yet potentially more powerful, approach to morphologi-

al phenotyping for classification is the FishInspector software devel-

ped by Teixido et al . [61] ( Fig. 5 C). The authors designed the software

o work with the VAST BioImager for image acquisition. It detects ze-

rafish embryos in brightfield images and quantifies metrics regarding

orphology for use in toxicology and classification. FishInspector is ca-

able of automatically identifying the fish contour, eye, lower jaw tip,

ericard, yolk sac, swim bladder, otolith, notochord and pigmentation,

hile extracting 10 quantitative metrics. Users also have the option to

ntervene and manually adjust or identify anatomical structures. The au-

hors built the software within the MATLAB environment and intended

or data analysis workflows within KNIME and R, which directly receive

he coordinates of detected structures without the need for users to do

ny programming themselves. 

The authors demonstrate the ability for unsupervised imaging and

nalysis, when used with the VAST BioImager, at a rate of three hours

er 96-well plate – two hours for acquisition, one for analysis. They also

how compatibility with images acquired on a stereomicroscope, poten-

ially making it more broadly usable, but the authors needed to alter

mages to have a virtual capillary structure surrounding the fish. FishIn-

pector requires this pre-processing because it first detects the capillary

order ( Fig. 5 C), then it subsequently identifies the fish contour and

natomy in a hierarchical order. If it does not identify a structure at the

op of the hierarchy, then it cannot identify subsequent structures. 

The authors demonstrate the FishInspector’s capacity to identify

orphological changes in response to compound treatment. They ver-
9 
fy EC 50 calculated using extracted metrics with those obtained using

isual inspection of the same images. Of note, the FishInspector data

as able to reveal an EC 50 for treatment with dexamethasone based on

everal morphological features, while visual assessment did not produce

n EC 50 . A separate, contracted laboratory later verified their result for

ompound toxicity. Although the authors did not show the capability

or multiplexed detection in both brightfield and fluorescence channels,

ATLAB has powerful image analysis capabilities that could readily be

dded to the FishInspector base program. However, for more broad use,

he interface should ideally be extended to remove the requirement for

apillary edge identification as a starting point. 

ombined analysis 

thena-Zebrafish : Larva anatomy segmentation for combined morphol-

gy and fluorescence analysis. To combine the anatomy visualization in

rightfield analysis and fluorescence analysis for cell-type specific label-

ng, Idea Bio-Medical recently developed new software utilizing AI and

emonstrated several use cases for application [28] . A deep-learning

NN algorithm was employed to overcome the difficulty of identify-

ng zebrafish embryos in brightfield. As such, the software does not re-

uire user input or external fiduciary marks. The software also identifies

sh body regions–head, trunk, and tail–and internal anatomy–eye, otic

esicle, heart, yolk sac, swim bladder, notochord, and tail fin anatomy

 Figure 1 ). The software is an application within the WiScan Athena

mage analysis platform accompanying the WiScan Hermes HCS micro-

cope used for imaging. 

Athena-zebrafish quantifies fish morphology for phenotypic classi-

cation, like FishInspector, but also couples to the fluorescence chan-

el(s). Therein, the software identified fluorescently labeled structures

nd associated them with all relevant anatomy or regions that they fall

ithin. For instance, fluorescent spots identified in the eye of a fish

re associated with the fish contour, the head region and eye anatomy.

hus, phenotype classification can focus on specific body regions and

hereby exclude fluorescent objects detected in other areas, such as the
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olk which exhibits notable auto-fluorescence when excited with 488

m light. 

To demonstrate the utility of this approach, the Lubin et al.

28] counted numbers of GFP-labeled hematopoietic stem and progen-

tor cells (HSPC) identified in the caudal hematopoietic tissue (CHT).

anual and automated cell numbers within the fish were in good agree-

ent, were dependent upon the age of the embryos, and showed re-

uced numbers upon exposure to non-lethal doses of x-ray irradiation.

ritical to HSPC counting was the ability to count only those GFP spots

resent in the tail region where the CHT resides, while ignoring those

n other GFP spots or false detections from yolk auto-fluorescence. The

uthors also performed other spot-based analyses, including acridine

range staining for apoptosis, hair cell staining for ototoxicity screen-

ng and a double-color transgenic fish where visualization differentiated

yeloid cells from HSPC. Because the software relies on AI, like some

lassification approaches described previously, brightfield-only analy-

is identified morphology changes in the eye size in embryos carrying

utations known to cause microphthalmia. 

Reliable HSPC counting required an on-side only orientation,

chieved through use of the Hashimoto alignment plates described

bove. Alignment of the fish in the plates required about two minutes

f pipetting and no manual adjustment following centrifugation. The

oftware removed improperly aligned fish in post-processing through

dentification of anatomy: one eye and presence of a tail region. Authors

cquired images on a WiScan Hermes microscope using five Z-slices with

wo colors in about 15 minutes. Image pre-processing required 20 min-

tes and analysis another 10 minutes, thus permitting acquisition of

ultiple plates in a day. Though not demonstrated, the combined ap-

roach described should be compatible with stamp-based agarose fish

rientation techniques, as well as other types of images, such as those

rom stereomicroscopes, upon appropriate AI training. 

iscussion 

Incorporation of automation for zebrafish embryo screening not only

ncreases achievable throughput, but also enables more reproducible re-

ults and benefits from being traceable. The computer control and digital

mages, along with analysis settings, leaves a record of every step per-

ormed along an experimental workflow. Additionally, researchers can

e-visit and re-analyze data to extract different metrics, increasing the

ata that can be extracted from each sample. 

Application of zebrafish to compound toxicology provides examples

f automation in some portions of zebrafish manipulation, imaging, and

igh-content analysis to increase throughput. But some areas still re-

uire additional development for a fully automated pipeline. Wlodkowic

nd Campana [62] review several automated technologies surround-

ng the fish embryo toxicity test (FET). Originally known as the Acute

ish Toxicity Test (AFT), intended to determine acute chemical toxic-

ty, the FET became an official standardized test in 2013 approved by

he Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

s such, worldwide acceptance for chemical toxicity testing can include

ata output from FET studies. Technologies that automate portions of

ET include: dechorionation, microperfusion for compound exposure,

nd imaging. Areas where additional automation requires development

ncludes selection of fertilized eggs through visualization blastomere for-

ation and improvements in image analysis, as described herein. 

ZeClinics has commercialized a cardiovascular toxicology test, Car-

ioTox [43] , where automation is key to achieving the scalability and

eproducibility required of a for-profit endeavor. Their approach utilizes

he VAST BioImager system coupled to a widefield, fluorescent micro-

cope equipped with a high-speed camera to acquire images at 70 – 76

rames per second. Their proprietary, semi-automatic ZeCardio software

nalyzes video data to extract a range of metrics related to the heart

orphology and function while it is beating. In their initial study, the

uthors performed a cross-comparison of data from different sources to

emonstrate that use of zebrafish larvae allowed for a more reliable pre-
10 
iction for cardiotoxic compounds as compared to cell-based toxicology

ystems. 

The existing solutions for automating zebrafish manipulation and

maging workflows are available from a combination of open-source and

ommercial suppliers. Each solution and source come with its own ben-

fits and drawbacks that researchers will need to evaluate relative to

heir needs and goals. In Table 2 , we compile a few considerations that

hould be taken into account when evaluating between open-source im-

ge analysis options and proprietary solutions from commercial sources.

or tinkerers, there are ample opportunities to bring these solutions to-

ether in novel fashions and work towards a more streamlined screening

orkflow ( Figure 2 ). 

owards Fully Automated Workflows 

It is an exciting time right now for the prospect of whole organ-

sm, in vivo screening using zebrafish. Given the growing popularity of

ebrafish as a model organism, the coming years will no doubt see cre-

tive re-workings of the first attempt technologies described here, with

ovel integrations joining them together. It is unlikely that one, single

ominant design emerges given the flexibility of the zebrafish for study.

verall, technology for automating microscopic imaging of zebrafish,

nd analyzing those images, exists and is well developed with several

ptions available. Automating sample preparation, however, provides

ore opportunity for novel development, as suggested schematically in

igure 2 . 

Coupling existing solutions through collaboration or commercial

artnerships is a likely first step forward. For instance, merging the deep-

earning powered microinjection approach [31] with the automated ze-

rafish embryo dechorionation processes [29] could be a common first-

tep in many genetic, toxicology and compound screens. Microinjec-

ion may be the first step since the chorion is easily pierced during this

rocess. Removal of the chorion and selection of live, undamaged em-

ryos for placement into designated chambers opens ample flexibility

or downstream measurement. 

For workflows aiming for maximizing throughput, approaches incor-

orating multi-well plates are the platforms poised to have the fastest

doption. Moreover, multiple liquid handing options exist for dispens-

ng into such plates. Researchers with access to automated HCS micro-

copes for imaging can readily adopt fast, manual-free options such as

he Hashimoto plate [34] . Development of automated dispensing of em-

ryos into wells having an alignment cavity created by a stamp would

llow increased flexibility regarding fish orientation, being either on

ts side or back. Capillary-based approaches are already an enabling

echnology permitting high-content screens on zebrafish larvae but are

till comparatively slow in overall per-fish processing time as compared

o traditional HCS benchmark times. Challenges here rely on the auto-

ated orientation of the zebrafish embryos required for many types of

maging. 

Microfluidics-based approaches are more nascent and those offer-

ng fish orientation selection currently have lower throughput, being in

he 10s of fish, but benefit from being amenable to awake fish. While

se of tricaine anesthetic is common, there are obvious advantages to

emoving it from experimental setups, particularly when studying com-

ound toxicity. Combining microfluidic approaches with AI to automate

orting and selection of zebrafish embryos or larvae might replace sam-

le manipulation steps that researchers currently perform manually. An

dvantage, too, of microfluidic approaches is their amenability to mi-

roscopy, since a variety of microscopes, and increasingly automated

CS microscope platforms, can readily image the devices. Scalability of

hip production and a steep learning curve for adoption and utilization

f required pumps and control software by non-expert labs are substan-

ial challenges. 

In both instances, use of software incorporated with HCS micro-

copes or bespoke options built upon existing software can overcome

mage analysis bottlenecks, such as those described in Table 1 . An inter-
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Table 2 

Comparison of Open-Source vs. Proprietary Automation Solutions. 

Consideration Open-Source Commercial Supplier 

Uniformity • In-house fabrication can have larger variation before 

expertise is gained, which can impact samples and data quality. 

• Source code is available but may be modified by different 

groups for their needs and not shared with the community, since 

doing so requires substantial expertise. 

• Trained AI algorithm may not necessarily be part of source code, 

rather trained in-house. 

• Source code is closed, but well maintained and consistent; 

different versions are documented and closely monitored. 

• Trained AI algorithm is uniformly distributed to all users, 

particularly if the algorithm takes advantage of cloud storage and 

computing. 

Comparability across labs • Objects identified by Machine Learning and Deep Learning depend 

on the data input as a training set; differing training sets can lead 

to different results. 

• Large, broad and diverse image data sets are needed to ensure a 

robust AI detection algorithm but are not yet existent. 

• In-house AI training by the company ensures a consistent product 

in each lab using the product. 

• Benefits from a network effect where the diversity of users 

permits robust training of the underlying AI to meet the needs of 

all of them. 

Adaptability • Highly adaptable – existing solutions can be extended and are 

amenable to de novo creation of bespoke algorithms, macros, 

scripts, etc. 

• Higher entry barrier to obtain and, ideally, retain programming and 

analysis knowledge within a lab. 

• Supplier-dependent, with some providers of software being more 

willing and open to perform custom development in collaboration 

with labs. 

• Development timelines depend on the priority determined within 

private suppliers to adapting their software. 

Technical Support and User 

Interface 

• Lab-dependent. Some labs are dedicated to algorithm development, 

maintenance and dissemination through ImageJ/Fiji, Git Hub and 

other openly accessible platforms. 

• Expertise in particular software may readily be lost when a PhD or 

Postdoc fellowship ends. 

• User interface is dependent upon the developer and the lab; can be 

GUI or command-line driven. 

• Reliable, expert technical support and updates are commonly 

available as long as the company exists and supports the product. 

• Technical support and user interface packages are company 

dependent and poor service from a 3 rd party can substantially 

hinder research progress. 

Cost • No direct cost barrier regarding access to software. 

• Potential indirect costs for time to learn new software can be 

substantial if the lab has no existing expertise and/or the desired 

software is not created in a user-friendly fashion. 

• Labs without technical expertise with programming may be locked 

out of the do-it-yourself option. 

• High direct cost barrier involving upfront costs and, frequently, 

periodic subscription or maintenance costs. 

• Current technology is still modular with no unified pipeline 

available, with large investment being required for each piece. 

• Low indirect cost due to presence of on-demand technical support 

to ensure proper usage (will vary by company dedication to 

customer relations). 
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sting possibility would be to combine zebrafish larvae immobilization

or high-content visualization with subsequent release for behavioral

bservation within a single chip or platform. The potential ability to ob-

ain correlative information between microscopically visible phenotype

nd behavior is certainly an advantage of the zebrafish model. 

In summary, many options are on the table regarding tools available

o zebrafish researchers aiming to perform screening on zebrafish em-

ryos and larvae. The challenge ahead is creation of the ‘glue’ to bring

hese developments together into a single, streamlined platform. 
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